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Okay, so I have a gaming and audio installation issue. I have a PS4 Slimline and some Turtle Beach px4 gaming headphones. My current setup includes: PS4 power outlet (obviously), PS4 hdmi on TV hdmi, Turtle Beach (TB) digital wireless usb transmitter connected to PS4 (for power) and optical audio cable goes from
transmitter directly to THE TV (seems though the slimline console is removed by optical audio port). TB headphones connect to the controller through a 3.5mm socket to use the microphone. It all works great. Now it's my problem. Now I bought a game monitor. AOC 24G2 game monitor. This monitor doesn't have an
optical audio port, and doesn't make my PS4 Slim. What it has is a 2 HDMI port (one currently occupied by a cable linking my PS4) display port that is connected to my laptop and VGA port. It also has a headphone jack. The only way to get audio on my headphones is from my monitor if I use the headphone jack in the
monitor... but then I can't use the microphone and I fixed directly in front of the monitor. To try to solve this problem I bought an optical sound 3.5mm wire connection (all one part) and tried that and it didn't work. I also tried optical up to 3.5mm fastening for optical wire that I know definitely works, which also doesn't work.
Has anyone had any problems like this before, or does anyone have any idea how to fix my problem? All help is appreciated, thank you! Sony's new PlayStation® 4 standard (a.m. PS4 Slim) is now available to consumers around the world. The PS4 Slim does not have the optical audio output of our products to rely on
getting game sound. Many ASTRO customers asked us how this would affect compatibility with ASTRO A40 TR and MixAmp Pro TR and A50 Wireless products. If you're the new owner of PS4 Slim, you'll need to use one of the following workaround solutions to get these specific ASTRO products to work with this new
version of the console: 1. Optical output via HDMI Splitter - there are power splitters available that can receive HDMI input and simultaneously release HDMI video and optical digital signals. These products can provide full functionality with MixAmp Pro TR and A50 Wireless transmitters. We tried 6 different products, and
all could convert the HDMI signal into 5.1 SPDIF without problems. We prefer the Tendak Transformer because it can feed off the USB port. Three recommendations are: Tendak 4K x 2K HDMI for HDMI and Optical J-Tech Digital ® Premium quality 1080P HDMI for HDMI Audio ViewHD HDMI Audio Extractor 2. Optical
output via TV or home theater receiver - many TVs and audio video receivers (AVRs) include optical audio output. If you connect the PS4 Slim directly to your TV or A/V via HDMI, you can use optical output from any device to deliver the signal to the MixAmp or A50 Wireless transmitter. Please note that not all TVs and
A/V receivers will pass through Beep. Please contact your owner's guide for more information on whether your TV or AVR supports optical end-to-end and how to incorporate this feature. If your TV or AVR supports HDMI digital audio through, you will experience either stereo bichannel (2.0) or Dolby Digital (5.1) audio,
depending on the make/model of your TV or AVR. This article can help determine whether your TV supports this feature. To be 100% clear: this is just a matter for the new PS4 Slim. All current PS4 owners will not be affected by the release of this new PS4 Slim. The new PS4 Pro, introduced in November 2016, is
confirmed by optical audio output, so it will have no compatibility issues with ASTRO products. Any ASTRO customers wishing to buy a PS4 this holiday season should strongly consider buying an old PS4 with an optical outlet or a new PS4 Pro. As always, if you have questions or reviews, you can contact us here.
(feather_follow) Description Compatible with: PlayStation 3 PlayStation 4 Xbox 360 Xbox One1 Get blown off your games and movies in Dolby® Digital Surround Sound with Ear Force PX4. With up to 15 hours of continuous, crystal clear wireless gaming, the PX4 not only dominates for PlayStation games, but allows you
to experience Netflix or Blu-ray Disc movies in cinematic surround sound. Don't settle for less; Get Turtle Beach Audio Advantage today. Determine the direction of each sound in all your games and movies in Dolby Digital Surround Sound. A thickly soft, adjustable headband with breathable mesh ear cushions for
marathon game sessions. Several equalizer presets, including bass and triple pulse plus individual games and chat volume controls give you the benefit of the sound. Communicate wirelessly and answer mobile phone calls while playing Bluetooth Dual-Pairing. 1Xbox One requires Xbox One Stereo Headset Adapter PX4
headset with removable microphone digital RF wireless transmitter 2.5 mm to 3.5 mm Mobile Adapter Cable Digital Optical Cable Headset Charging Cable Xbox 360® Talkback Cable Fast Start Guide Turtle Beach Sticker Code 131186 Packed Weight 1.2 Kg Release Date Thursday, December 5, 2013 State of the New
Product Type headset Barcode 731855032761 Platform (s) PS3, PS4, Xbox 360, Xbox One Model PS3 (New Look), PS3 (original), PS3 (Slim), Xbox 360 E, Xbox 360 Original (without HDMI), Xbox 360 Original (with HDMI), Xbox 360 S Delete this element Slim PS4 console released in September 2016 does not include
the digital optical output that was present on the original PS4 (2013). This change was only implemented in the thinner PS4, which replaces the original PS4. The 4K capable PS4 Pro console is still a digital optical output. This means that all PS4 headsets compatible with the original PS4 are also compatible with the PS4
Pro. Remove The optical output on the new thin PS4 only affects headsets that use optical cable connection to play audio. Turtle Beach PS4 products that fall into this category Stealth 400, Stealth 500P, Stealth 520, Elite 800 and Elite Pro Tactical Audio Controller. It will also affect the PS4 compatibility of older,
voluminous PS3/Xbox 360 sound headsets such as the PX51, XP510, Phantom, PX4, PX5, XP500, Tango, Delta, X42 and XP400. Our wired PS4 headsets, which use a PS4 controller or only USB, are still fully compatible with all PS4 consoles. These models are PX24, Recon 60P, Recon 50P, P4c, Elite Pro
Tournament headset, Elite Pro A.M.P. and P12. Set up Stealth 400 and Stealth 520 Settings: Firmware updates for Stealth 400 and Stealth 520 have been released to optimize functionality when receiving all audio via USB instead of optical connection. You'll need to upgrade the Stealth 400 and Stealth 520 with Turtle
Beach Audio Hub software, which is available for Windows and Mac. The chart below shows the different functions (highlighted) button controls, depending on the sound input. The controls listed in Headset Without Optical are only active when the optical cable is not connected to the transmitter. When the optical cable is
not connected to the Stealth 400 or Stealth 520 Transmitter: Game Volume Control becomes a master of volume control (regulates both the game and the volume of the chat). Chat volume management becomes a variable volume controller for Mic Monitor (regulates the volume you can hear your own voice). Dynamic
Chat Boost (originally enabled with Mic Mute button) is not available. All other models: If your TV or receiver has an optical digital (S/PDIF) output and supports Dolby Digital, you can connect the optical cable from the transmitter to the TV/receiver for playing audio. Optical output is often referred to as 'S/PDIF', 'Digital
Out' or 'Optical'. You may have to go to the TV sound settings to make an optical outlet and/or choose Dolby Digital if such an option is available. How to tell if your TV has an optical output: First, we recommend consulting a TV/receiver guide on the list of features and configuration settings. Optical exits are illuminated
by red light and are usually covered with a rubber flap. The image below shows an open optical exit. For Stealth 400, Stealth 500P and Stealth 520: If your TV is further away from the PS4, you may need a longer mini cable toslink optical cable. Currently, we do not have an official replacement of the TV/receiver of the
digital optical connection. Please check for further updates or contact our support group for more information: Contact support PS4 Consoles (2013 vs. 2016) The following images show the ports on both ps4 versions: © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates So I bought a new PS4 thin and was out to play. So I
put it off my grip card and came up with a problem that there was no optical port to I looked back on the internet and people are saying to plug it into my TV, but it doesn't have one. So I have no idea what to do and I can't return my console console I've had it for over two weeks. My Turtle Beach Stealth 500p headset My
map grabbing Elgato HD capture game Even if I can get sound through my headset without the cable I still need to get sound on my recordings, it's basically one or the other at the moment. Cheers are not a splitter required as hdmi passes through (on supported boxes) hdmi in a box from the PS4. hdmi out of the box to
the TV. optical to the headset. If you want 5.1 audio it should be a window that supports 5.1 over the optical. The microphone exiting the headset in the PS4 (for voice chat on PS4) will be separate, of course. Lag? There's a chance that there might be a bit, however there really are no alternatives if the PS4 itself is an
optical outlet. I know ps3 had optical but I'm not familiar with the PS4 enough to tell if it does or not. if it had an optical output you would use that and this issue would not be needed. So I bought a new SLIM PS4 and went out to play. So I put it off my grip card and came up with a problem that there was an optical port to
plug the optical cable out of my headset in. So I have no idea what to do and I can't return my console because I've had it for over 2 weeks. My Turtle Beach Stealth 500p headset My map grabbing Elgato HD capture game Even if I can get sound through my headset without the cable I still need to get sound on my
recordings, it's basically one or the other at the moment. Cheers How much do you want to spend and where to get audio when the card capture is not connected? Possibly use hdmi audio extractor with passing. they take hdmi, pass hdmi to the TV and depending on the model have an optical output or analog output for
audio. Of course, if you used a controller you could use some sort of splitter there too. So I'm going to need this and an HDMI splitter? Also, it will lead to any input lag?? No splitter is required as hdmi passes through (on supported boxes) hdmi in a box from PS4. hdmi out of the box to the TV. optical to the headset. If
you want 5.1 audio it should be a window that supports 5.1 over the optical. The microphone exiting the headset in the PS4 (for voice chat on PS4) will be separate, of course. Lag? There's a chance that there might be a bit, however there really are no alternatives if the PS4 itself is an optical outlet. I know ps3 had
optical but I'm not familiar with the PS4 enough to tell if it does or not. if it had an optical output you would use that and this issue would not be needed. Yes, I feel like having a massive chain of cords will cause a mad lag, and it would be better to buy another TV that supports the optical out. Btw I need 7.1 surrounds so I
guess this adapter can cost a lot? Yes, I feel like with Chain cords will cause a mad lag, and it would be better to buy another TV that supports the optical out. By the way need 7.1 surrounds so I guess this adapter can cost a lot? I had a look at the one and the only one I found for the 7.1 surround and the 60H was the
HDElity HDMI 7.1ch Audio Extractor and mixer, which is about 150 pounds. mad lag? Lol there certainly can be a slight delay though. I haven't used one so can't tell how bad the lag would be - just that some post treatment can add some. Be careful not all optical on TVs surrounds. Page 2 status is not open for further
answers. Previous Next Sort by Voices So, today I was trying to fix some FPS backlog issues that I had in games. I took my GPU (GTX 970) and put it back in again and then I downloaded the newest drivers from the Nvidia site and installed them. Happy days, right? Incorrectly. For some reason, since restarting my
computer for GPU drivers to force my speakers stopped the audio output. I uninstalled Nvidia HD audio drivers and restarted. There's still no sound. They failed to install all the audio drivers and restarted. All the peripherals I have (webcam microphone, USB headset and speakers were the default drivers installed).
There's still no sound. I installed the audio drivers my mobo (Gigabye h87-hd3) manufacturer recommended on its website. Restart. There's still no sound. I'm out of ideas. My device manager doesn't show any conflicts. All drivers are aware of the events. Speakers show that they receive beeps in the playback device
menu, but the beeps simply don't play. The speakers work if I plug in the socket in my phone the audio will play well, so there's no problem there. If I plug the headphones into the rear connector, no sound plays, but the beep is still present in the Device Play menu. If I plug the speakers or headphones into the front jack,
the same problem arises. Edit: USB (headset) and HDMI (monitor) audio is still working fine. I doubt I'll summarize any sockets because they still detect hardware and audio, and neither the front nor rear jacks seem to be working, but they detect hardware and beeps. It's Windows 10 64-bit. Currently have high-definition
audio drivers installed for speakers. Has Realtek high definition audio drivers, but they don't work either, so I turned it off. The sound applet in the control panel, is the analog output set as the default? Also, your motherboard has several 3.5mm outs, no sound for any of them? In the sound applet in the control panel, is
Intel analogue output installed by default? In the Sound Applet menu, speakers are the default device, but still don't play sounds, but it does not sounds from the system and applications, as the bars fluctuate. Also the right pressing and pressing of the dough does not play sound, but the audio bars are still a thorn. Try
one of the other jacks. Make sure you don't plug the headphones into the microphone/line into the socket by mistake. Try one of the other jacks. Make sure you don't plug the headphones into the microphone/line into the socket by mistake. I don't have any strangely I pulled up the motherboard on the manufacturer's
website and it shows that the board has at least 4 weekend jacks. Headphones can be connected to one of the other output connectors, as long as it is not a microphone or line inch Realtek software allows you to install any socket, whether it is, c/sub, rear, etc. to be the main outlet. edit: the line is changed to string in
This strange, I pulled up the motherboard on the manufacturer's website and it shows that the board has at least 4 weekend jacks. Headphones can be connected to one of the other output connectors, as long as it is not a microphone or line inch Realtek software allows you to install any socket, whether it is, c/sub, rear,
etc. to be the main outlet. edit: the line is changed to a line in I re-install RealTek Drivers and see if it works It's weird, I pulled up the motherboard on the manufacturer's website and it shows that the board has at least 4 weekend jacks. Headphones can be connected to one of the other output connectors, as long as it is
not a microphone or line inch Realtek software allows you to install any socket, whether it is, c/sub, rear, etc. to be the main outlet. Edit: The line from changed to string in Tried it. No jack works. I tried all six back jacks and front headphones one. He detects the speakers and detects the sound, but does not play it Ok,
double-check the volume mixer. In the bottom right corner, where you have a speaker icon next to the watch, click on it and open Volume Mixer. Make sure all sliders are on. Okay, double-check Tom Mixer. In the bottom right corner, where you have a speaker icon next to the watch, click on it and open Volume Mixer.
Make sure all sliders are on. Look, I know you're just trying to help, but I'm literally going to try everything. The sources are not disabled. All sliders up. The device has been found. Drivers are installed correctly. All the power connectors inside my PC fit correctly. All improvements to the property menu are disabled. This is
the default device. I took my GPU and put it back, it's the only major event between when the nests worked and when they didn't. Could I have possibly tapped something that could be messing with the jacks? All the jacks seem to be power and I checked the PSU. It was all right. I'm willing to admit that I'm shrinking the
socket, but that doesn't seem likely, since both front and rear jacks do the same. In addition, the devices have now been discovered so far, so this seems doubly unlikely. It's a long shot, but create a Linux Live CD. Download from the CD and run Linux without installation. Check the sound. It's a long shot, but create a
Linux Live CD. Download from the CD and run Linux without installation. Check the sound. I don't know where to start, I'm sorry. I am I will buy USB to line-out partner, but thanks very much for your useful attempts to try and diagnose issues, Ugh I have EXACT the same problem, except I never removed my graphics
card (GTX 760 Ti). I searched everywhere for hours but found no found Got excited when I read this topic because it's exactly the problem, but I think no, right? I think I'll keep looking. The status is not open for further answers. T Issue Adding Wireless Speakers Wired Home Audio Audio 2 Friday at 3:21 p.m. Issue New
Speakers Below Dialogue Audio in Game??? Audio 4 Friday at 10:53 AM The question Why when I plug my Yamaha YST SW215 subwoofer with my speakers on my external sound card, all I get is a low bass sound without the sound speakers Audio 1 Oct 8, 2020 question Lee's control audio work for Bluetooth
speakers on the PC? Audio 0 Oct 8, 2020 C Issue 2 Computers, 1 Speaker Set - 3.5 mm Splitter Not Running Audio 2 Sep 7, 2020 R Issue Microphone plays computer audio, even when muted Audio 1 Aug 28, 2020 Issue How to connect rockville equalizer to Yamaha RX-V567 Natural Sound receiver AV / Amp with
Polk Audio Surround speakers Audio August 17, 2020 S Xbox issue and computer connected to the same monitor ... How can I get offline speakers to play audio through both devices? Audio 1 Aug 1, 2020 question How can I connect active speakers to an active speaker without an RCA exit? Audio 1 July 29, 2020 S
issue speakers for PC and monitor? Audio Splitter? Audio 0 July 25, 2020 Issue Double Monitor PC Setting, questions with Soundbar Audio 0 July 21, 2020 J Issue, how can I connect the SYBA USA VGA to HDMI converter audio connector for external amplifier/speaker Audio 8 July 17, 2020 issue Fuzzy, noisy audio D:
Audio 1 July 7, 2020 T question Can I use two different audio outlets connected to different ouputs on the back of my parent's board? Audio 2 July 5, 2020 help question! Connecting old JVC speakers to audio interface (Focusrite Scarlett) Audio 1 June 11, 2020 Issue Phone Active Audio Speaker sounds very strange
Audio 0 June 5, 2020 B Issue One-Way Audio Audio 0 May 18, 2020 Issue What causes a high whine through my computer speakers after I close the video? Audio 0 May 1, 2020 V Issue speakers and headphones are not recognized as individual devices, and sound plays in both. Audio 1 April 9, 2020 D Realtek HD
Audio without detecting headphone inserts. Audio 1 Dec 3, 2009 2009 turtle beach px4 ps4 slim
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